
WRITING A TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT

You write a progress report to inform a supervisor, associate, or customer of a problem or question, or the gathering of
information on a technical subject.

Data is being obtained from a series of tests in which selected pipe specimens with appropriate energies are
being impacted against stationary specimens to achieve required damage levels. Depending on the size of the
progress report, the length and importance of the project, and the recipient, the progress report can take the
following forms: Memo--A short, informal report to someone within your organization Letter--A short,
informal report sent to someone outside your organization Formal report--A long, formal report sent to
someone outside your organization Take a look at the discussion in Format of Proposals. Current period. To
report this information, you combine two of these organizational strategies: time periods, project tasks, or
report topics. The screen portion of the brine drainage tubes have been moved to within 5 feet of the top of the
pack. Review the details of your project's purpose, scope, and activities. Overall appraisal used as conclusion
to a progress report Revision Checklist for Progress Reports As you reread and revise your progress report,
watch out for problems such as the following: Make sure you use the right format. Brine Drainage Tube
Modifications During this period, we have continued to work on problems associated with the brine drainage
tubes. The screen sections of these tubes, as you know, are located at variable distances along the height of the
washer. I can foresee no major problems that will keep me from submitting my report to you on the contract
date. Progress reports answer the following questions for the reader: How much of the work is complete? The
samples have been rescheduled to be tested. Nuclear Regulatory Commission NRC with experimental data
and analytical models for making licensing decisions regarding pipe-to-pipe impact following any break in
high-energy fluid system piping. When and how will the remaining work be completed? Give recipients a
chance to evaluate your work on the project and to request changes. References section if required. Opening
paragraph introducing the purpose of the memo and a reminder about the project topic Summary of the project
Specific objectives of the project Scope, or limits, of the project Research gathered Overall assessment or
appraisal of the project at this time Revision Checklist for Progress Reports As you reread and revise your
progress report, watch out for problems such as the following: Make sure you use the right format. Costs to
modify city utilities in order to change to cocombustion For each of these topics, you'd explain the work you
have done, the work you are currently doing, and the work you have planned. Periodic progress reports are
common on projects that go on for several months or more. Writing a report Studying the assignment
Selecting a topic Identifying the audience of the report Narrowing the topic Developing a rough outline
Gathering information Writing one or more rough drafts Documenting the report Revising and editing the
report draft Typing and proofreading the report Putting the report in its final package Report topics.
Depending on the size of the progress report, the length and importance of the project, and the recipient, the
progress report can take the following forms: Memoâ€”A short, informal report to someone within your
organization Letterâ€”A short, informal report sent to someone outside your organization Formal reportâ€”A
formal report sent to someone outside your organization In our course, you will write a progress report in the
form of a thorough memo, and you will attach an outline to that memo to give your recipient an idea of the
content in your final report. In fact, I may be able to get it to you a few days earlier than planned.


